CONTINUOUS ROW FIXTURES
• Fully prewired for continuous row strips, industrials, suspended, and other Williams Fluorescent products.
• Polarized, quick-connect harnesses provide fast, error-proof wiring.
• Lamps down the row will be wired in tandem.

SINGLE FIXTURES
• Lamps wired/mounted in tandem.
• No harness required.

Master/Satellite System

ORDERING INFORMATION
1. Select the desired Williams recessed fixture.
2. Add the "MS_" option, as shown in the example below:
   • The example below accounts for one pair of fixtures.
   • Default wiring will be inboard/outboard where applicable.
   • When multiple ballasts are specified, standard wiring is inboard/outboard.

MASTER/SATELLITE ORDERING OPTIONS
Consult factory for other lengths and availability.
MS9     Master/Satellite, 9' flex whip
MS11    Master/Satellite, 11' flex whip

EXAMPLE
50                  S   2   4   32   S   A12125   MS9   EB4/2   UNV

OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES